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INFORMATION

This is an international price list for information purposes only, it is not legally binding. All prices in Euro (€) excluding tax. Option pricing and standard equipment may vary 
in your country. Some options may not be available in your country due to technical and/or regulatory reasons. Errors and omissions excepted.

May 2020

O standard equipment -,- no cost option

1.000,- optional equipment equipment not available

NEW TEST PROCEDURES (WLTP)

Stated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are measured pursuant to EU Regulation 715/2007 in its applicable version. From 1st of September 2018 the Worldwide  
Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) has replaced the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Regardless of the applied test procedure, it is currently still  
mandatory to state fuel consumption and CO2 emissions according to NEDC, hence stated values are determined based on the WLTP test procedure and are converted  
to NEDC for comparison purposes. Depending on your country, vehicle related taxes or other duties may be based on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions data 
which differs from that stated here. The provision of additional fuel consumption and CO2 emissions as determined according to WLTP is currently voluntary until their  
provision becomes mandatory by law.

Further information on specific fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is provided by the ,Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen  
und den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen‘ which can be obtained free of charge at all points of sale and from the Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (DAT)  
or online https://www.dat.de/co2/.
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*   In combination with ALPINA DYNAMIC 21“ wheel / tyre combination.
** Stated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are measured pursuant to EU Regulation 715/2007 in its applicable version. For more information see page 2. 

BMW ALPINA XB7

Price with ALPINA SWITCH-TRONIC 8-Speed Sport-Automatic Transmission and All-Wheel-Drive   130,420.16
ALPINA 4.4 l V8 engine with Euro 6d-ISC-FCM emission classification and gasoline particle filter.

TECHNICAL DATA 

Cylinders   V8
Capacity   cm³ 4395
Bore   mm 89.0
Stroke   mm 88.3
Max output   kW (hp) 457 (621)
at   rpm 5500 - 6500
Max torque   Nm 800
at   rpm 2000 - 5000
Fuel type   98-octane
Emission classification   Euro 6d-ISC-FCM
Acceleration (0 - 100 km/h / 0 - 62 mph)   s 4.2
Top Speed *   km/h (mph) 290 (180)

OFFICIAL CONSUMPTION**

Fuel consumption NEDC correlated
Urban   l/100 km 16.0
Extra-urban   l/100 km 9.7
Combined   l/100 km 12.0
CO2 emissions NEDC correlated   g/km 274
CO2 efficiency (Germany)   E

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WLTP**

Fuel consumption WLTP combined   l/100 km 13.7
CO2 emissions WLTP combined   g/km 311
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

 Automatic locking upon reaching a distance of approx. 2 m to the vehicle while  
   moving away.
 Including contactless opening and closing of the tailgates.

Comfort seats, front   
A variety of entirely electronic adjustment options for the driver and front passenger 
mean the greatest possible scope for individual customisation. They allow for seat 
height, backrest, length and angle adjustment, with separate adjustment options for 
the upper part of the backrest and the backrest width. On top of that, driver and 
front passenger can vary their seat depth and thigh support. There is also a height 
and depth-variable lumbar support, a smoothly adjustable air chamber system for  
relieving pressure on the lower spine. Active headrests ensure a particularly safe 
seating position. 

Connected Package ProfessionalConnected Package Professional     
► Remote Services
►  Concierge Services
►  Real Time Traffic Information (incl. Hazard Preview)
►  On-Street Parking Information
►  Preparation for Apple CarPlay (for 1 year)
►  Connected Teaser Package (3 Months: Connected Music, Microsoft Office 365) 
►  Connected Navigation

Information:
►  Valid for 3 years
►  Please note the terms for the Connected Teaser Package

Remote Services   
 Concierge Services.
 Real Time Traffic Information (incl. Hazard Preview).
 On-Street Parking Information.
 Preparation for Apple CarPlay (for 1 year).
 Connected Teaser Package (3 Months: Connected Music, Microsoft Office 365).
 Connected Navigation.
Information:
 Valid for 3 years.
 Please note the terms for the Connected Teaser Package.

2-axle air suspension   

Active Air Stream Kidney Grille   

Active protection   

Adaptive LED headlights   
Incl. BMW Selective Beam (anti-dazzle high-beam assistant) and adaptive cornering 
lights.

Air breather with side trim in high-gloss chrome   

Air conditioning, automatic with four-zone control   

Airbags   
Front, side and head airbags, for driver and passenger.

Alarm system   
The system monitors all doors, as well as the bonnet and the tailgate. It also features 
a tilt alarm and a backup power siren.

ALPINA SPORT Suspension   

Ambient lighting   
When it is dark outside, Ambient lighting creates a relaxed, cosy lighting atmosphere  
in the interior. The Welcome Light Carpet feature, part of the Ambient lighting  
equipment, illuminates the area in front of the car doors when entering and exiting. 

Auto Start Stop function   

Child seat ISOFIX attachments, rear   

Comfort Access   
contains the following functions:
 Keyless access to the vehicle.
 Welcome light setting from approx. 3 m distance to the vehicle.
 Automatic unlocking upon reaching a distance of approx. 1 m to the vehicle  
   (while approaching).
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

CraftedClarity glass application in ALPINA Design   
handmade sculpted glass elements specifically for the gear lever, iDrive controller, 
Start/Stop button and volume control.

DAB Tuner   
Additional reception of digital radio programs, DAB + capable.

Display key   
Comprises: LCD colour display incl. touch control panel, Display option of vehicle 
status information (e.g. fuel gauge and range, vehicle locking etc.), Includes USB 
charger cable, Wireless charging of the key from front centre armrest.

Door sill finishers ALPINA, illuminated   

Drive Performance Control    
with COMFORT+, COMFORT, SPORT, SPORT+ and ADAPTIVE mode.

Driving Assistant Professional   
Camera/radar-based driver assistance system with the following functions incl. the 
contents of option codes 5AS and 5DF:
 Steering and lane control assistant:   

helps the driver stay in the middle of the lane (incl. in narrow passages) using  
corrective steering interventions (0–210km/h).

 Emergency stop assistant:   
is capable of controlling the vehicle for a short time and stopping it in the event of 
a medical emergency.

 Automatic speed limit assistant:   
SLA combines SLI with active cruise control (automatic adoption of proactively 
detected speed limits into the ACC).

 Lane change assistant:   
part of Steering and lane control assistant, for comfortable/automatic lane  
changing (70–180km/h) The lane change can be overridden at any time. Additi-
onally with activated ACC: system adapts the driving speed to the vehicle in the 
target lane. Upon completion of the lane change, LSA takes over lateral guidance 
again.

 Lane keeping assistant:   
with active side collision protection: assists the driver in keeping in lane and  
actively preventing potential side collisions by means of corrective steering inter-
ventions between 70km/h and 210km/h (Lane Change Warning and Lane Departure  
Warning, side collision warning). Applies to Lane Change Warning and Lane Departure  
Warning from approx. 20km/h.

 Crossing traffic warning front:   
warns of crossing traffic while leaving/entering a parking space as well as while 
turning into crossing traffic (up to 7km/h).

 Evasion aid:   
assists in critical approach situations when evading is still possible (30–160km/h).

 Crossroads warning:   
with city braking function: Braking assistance with visual/acoustic warning incl. 
active brake intervention in the event of a potential collision with intersecting traffic 
Active in the speed range of 10–85km/h.

 Wrong-way warning:   
detects „no entry“ signs on motorways, at roundabouts and at one-way roads.

 Steering and lane control assistant:   
with active navigation guidance: When the navigation system is active, the vehicle 
detects upcoming situations when a lane change is required to follow the route to 
the navigation destination.Camera and ultrasound-based. 

Dynamic stability Control (DSC) incl. Dynamic traction control (DTC)   

Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging   

Expanded exterior mirror package   

Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline   

First aid kit and warning triangle   

Floor mats ALPINA   

Front spoiler ALPINA   
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Harman Kardon Surround Sound System   
16 loudspeakers, digital amplifier, Harman/kardon emblems (464 Watt).

Headlining Alcantara Anthracite   

Head-up Display   

Heat comfort package, front   
Comprises:
 Heated armrests in the front doors.
 Heated armrests in the front centre console.
 Steering wheel heating. Instrument panel, leather   

Interior trim   
ALPINA luxury wood with insignia in Silver.

LED fog lights   

Legal Emergency Call   

Live Cockpit ConnectedDrive in ALPINA Design   
Comprises:
 12.3“ Control Display with Touch Functionality.
 12.3“ Digital Instrument Display.
 BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant.
 BMW Operating System 7.0
 iDrive Controller with Touch Function.
 Intelligent Functionalities.
 Remote Software Upgrade.

Soft-Close-Doors    
Enables the doors to be closed comfortably and securely without much effort and 
annoying slapping noises.

Luggage-compartment package   

Paintwork   
Metallic paintwork in standard BMW colours.

Panoramic glass sunroof   

Parking Assistant   

Production plaque   

Roller sunblind, rear side windows   

Seat heating, front and rear   

Sport Automatic Transmission (8-speed) with ALPINA SWITCH-TRONIC   

Sport differential   

Steering wheel   
SWITCH-TRONIC sport leather steering wheel with Multifunction.

Tyre pressure monitoring   

Upholstery   
Extended Merino leather.

USB ports   

Wheels: ALPINA DYNAMIC 21“   

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

EXTERIEUR EQUIPMENT

Deco-Set deletion   172 O
Deco-Set Black, front spoiler only   178F 176.47
Deco-Set Black, sides and front spoiler   178 352.94
Deco-Set Gold, front spoiler only   173 -,-

Deco-Set Gold, sides and front spoiler   170 -,-
Deco-Set Silver, front spoiler only   174 -,-
Deco-Set Silver, sides and front spoiler   171 -,-
ALPINA model designation   175 O

ALPINA model designation, deletion   176 -,-
Lettering ALPINA in front spoiler, Gold   182G -,-
Lettering ALPINA in front spoiler, Silver   182S O
Lettering ALPINA in front spoiler, Black high-gloss   182B -,-
Roof rails, Satin Aluminium   3AT -,-
Roof rails, High-gloss Shadowline   3MC O

Exterior trim, Satin Aluminium   3MB -,-

Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline   760 O

PAINTWORK

BMW Individual paintwork   POA
Metallic paintwork   met. O
Exclusive paintwork ALPINA Blue metallic   X06 2,857.14
Exclusive paintwork ALPINA Green II metallic   X09 2,857.14
Non-metallic paintwork   Uni O
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

SAFETY, TECHNOLOGY AND CHASSIS

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition   6UK 2,016.81

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition provides the driver with a range of vision that well exceeds the beam of light from the headlights, making it 
possible to identify people and large animals from a significant distance at night. Additionally, the Dynamic Marker Light function of the dazzle-free main 
headlight selectively illuminates them.

High-performance brake system   208G 1,495.80
With drilled brake discs and high-performance brake pads.
(Special heat resistant brake pads and drilled brake discs can lead to noise discomfort).

Parking Assistant Plus   5DN 462.18
assistance system consisting of Surround View system and Remote 3D View as well as the functions of option code 5DM 'Parking Assistant' and option 
code 508 'Park Distance Control (PDC)'.
 Surround View system:

offers the camera-based functions Top View, Panorama View and 3D View. Cameras at the front and rear and in the exterior mirrors provide a 360° 
view around the vehicle including a three-dimensional visualisation. Panorama View front and rear makes it safer to approach intersections and exits.
An additional view on the Control Display shows the situation to the right and left of the vehicle. The displayed positioning lines facilitate positioning 
the vehicle at the stop line. The function is activated by the Panorama View button. Automatic activation is possible via the storage of personal locations 
(only with navigation). The view towards the front or rear depends on which gear is engaged.

 Remote View 3D:
transfer of static images from 3D View to mobile terminal devices via the mobile phone network (only in combination with option code 6AP 'Remote 
Services'). In surround view, the vehicle and its surroundings can be viewed from any perspective.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

CLIMATE AND GLASING

Ambient Air package   4NM 294.12
Air ionisation and scent package provides a pleasant fragrance and improved air purification for the vehicle interior. Intensity of the scents can be 
controlled in three stages via iDrive controller or via a button in the air conditioning control panel.

Sky Lounge Panoramic glass sunroof   407 756.30
The Panoramic glass sunroof Sky Lounge creates an atmospheric ambience, especially in the dark, with a light graphic composed of over 15,000 lighting 
elements. The light design can be switched between the six colours of the Ambient lighting system.

Sun protection glass   420 436.97
The sun protection (tinted) glazing for the rear window and rear side windows reduces the degree to which the interior heats up in direct sunlight.

Air conditioning, automatic with five-zone control   4NN 798.32

Auxiliary heating   536 1,428.57

Vehicles equipped with option 536 Auxiliary Heating may exhibit a temporary reduction in power output when driven extremely hard in combination 
with very high outside air temperatures.

Only in combination with 4NN Air conditioning, automatic with five-zone control.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

SAFETY, TECHNOLOGY AND CHASSIS

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition   6UK 2,016.81

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition provides the driver with a range of vision that well exceeds the beam of light from the headlights, making it 
possible to identify people and large animals from a significant distance at night. Additionally, the Dynamic Marker Light function of the dazzle-free main 
headlight selectively illuminates them.

High-performance brake system   208G 1,495.80
With drilled brake discs and high-performance brake pads.
(Special heat resistant brake pads and drilled brake discs can lead to noise discomfort).

Parking Assistant Plus   5DN 462.18
Comprises:
 Active Park Distance Control.
 Lateral parking aid.
 Parking Assistant.
 Rear-view camera.
 Remote 3D View.
 Reversing Assistant.
 Surround View.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

COMFORT EQUIPMENT

Universal remote control   319 218.49

Towbar towing hitch   3AC 1,008.40
The trailer towing hitch has an electrically adjustable tow hitch and trailer stabilisation monitor. The tow hitch isn't visible when stowed under the rear 
apron. Operated via a switch in the luggage compartment.

Smoker’s package   441 42.02

Cupholder, temperate   44A 226.89

Emergency spare wheel   300 294.12
5 J × 19 / tyres 155/80 R19
 Under luggage compartment floor including car jack and wrench.
 Reduced luggage-compartment capacity.

Only in combination with X2A ALPINA CLASSIC 23“ forged wheel.
(2VC Mobility-Kit ommited).
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT / INTERIOR DESIGN

Headlining, Alcantara Anthracite   776 O

Headlining Alcantara (headlining in Ivory White)   XD5 -,-

Only in combination with ZBxx Merino leather.

Floor mats ALPINA   111 O
Floor mats ALPINA with leather piping   111Z 403.36

Luggage compartment mat ALPINA   114 151.26
Luggage compartment mat ALPINA with leather piping   114Z 235.29

INTERIOR TRIM

BMW Individual interior trim   XEx POA
ALPINA luxury wood Walnut nature Anthracite    XES 739.50
ALPINA luxury wood Myrthe with insignia in Silver   XEY O
ALPINA piano black with insignia in Silver   XEZ 739.50
Finewood Fineline Black with High-gloss metal effect   4LM O
Finewood Fineline Stripe, Brown High-gloss   4KR 168.07
Finewood trim, Poplar Grain, Anthracite-Brown, open-pored   4KT 168.07
Finewood Ash Grain Black with open-pored Bronze effect   4KU 168.07
Finewood Ash Grain Brown, High-Gloss   4KP 168.07
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

WHEELS

ALPINA DYNAMIC 21“ wheels   150D O
with Pirelli P ZERO RSC

front 9,5 x 21" with 285/45 ZR21 (113XL), EU-tyre label* B / B /  71 dB
rear  9,5 x 21" with 285/45 ZR21 (113XL), EU-tyre label* B / B /  71 dB

ALPINA CLASSIC 23“ forged wheels, weight-optimised, without wheel hub covers   X2A 2,924.37
mit PIRELLI P ZERO (ALP) 
front 9,5 x 23" with 285/35 ZR23 (107XL), EU-tyre label* E / B /  73 dB
rear   11 x 23" with 325/30 ZR23 (109XL), EU-tyre label* C / B /  73 dB

ALPINA DYNAMIC 21“ winter wheels   3,932.77
with PIRELLI SCORPION WINTER, RSC
front 9,5 x 21" with 285/45 ZR21 (113XL), EU-tyre label* C / B /  73 dB
rear  9,5 x 21" with 285/45 ZR21 (113XL), EU-tyre label* C / C /  73 dB

*   EU-tyre label = fuel efficiency / wet grip / external rolling noise class, external rolling noise.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

STEERING WHEEL

SWITCH-TRONIC sport leather steering wheel with Multifunction   2XAA O

Steering wheel hand finished in:
 ALPINA LAVALINA, Green / Blue stitching. 1AL1 O
 ALPINA LAVALINA, bespoke stitching. 1AL2 537.82
 ALPINA LAVALINA, bespoke wheel rim and stitching. 1AL3 638.66

SWITCH-TRONIC paddles made of all-aluminum, CNC milled   1ASW 235.29

LIGHTS

BMW Laserlights   5AZ 1,470.59
BMW Laserlights have a unique X design and maximum illumination range in laser high-beam modeof up to 600m which is nearly twice as far as that 
of conventional headlights. By using this headlight technology, BMW has improved safety significantly by enhancing visibility when driving in the 
dark.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

NAVIGATION / COMMUNICATION / ENTERTAINMENT (some services / options may not be available in your country)

Bowers & Wilkins Diamond Surround Sound System   6F1 3,781.51

Includes a fully active 10-channel amplifier with a 1508W output and 20 speakers balanced throughout the car. The Quantum Logic surround with 
seven-band equaliser and three analogue crossover networks offers five sound settings ranging from 'Studio' to 'Cinema'.

Rear-Seat Entertainment Professional   6FH 2,226.89

Rear-seat entertainment Professional provides excellent entertainment for rear passengers thanks to two separate tilting 10.2" displays with touch function 
and Blu-ray drive. Additional USB connections and separate connections for MP3 players, smartphones, tablets and headphones (even wireless) are 
included. The system provides access to the vehicle's entertainment function as well as a display of navigation maps with POI search, online portal and 
telephone. Operation can also be by remote control.

TV Function Plus   60A 1,092.44
The TV function Plus allows for the reception of Digital TV (DVB-T) to the Control Display. Includes a CI+ card reader and integral roof aerial. Operation 
is by iDrive Touch Controller.

BMW Drive Recorder   6DR 168.07
Only in combination with 5DN Parking Assistant Plus.

Travel & Comfort system   4FL 252.10
Not available in combination with 6FH Rear-seat entertainment Professional.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

SEATING

Seat ventilation, front   453 714.29

The Active seat ventilation (front) provides a cool and pleasant seat temperature resulting in a more comfortable driving experience. Applies to the seat 
base and backrest.

Massage function, front   4T7 1,008.40

The Massage function for the driver and passenger helps to improve the physical wellbeing by stimulating or relaxing certain muscle groups. There are
eight massage programmes dedicated to different parts of the body. There are three intensity levels.

Six seater   4U5 714.29

The vehicle's six-seat design offers Comfort seats for the passengers in the second row with cupholders and seat and backrest adjustment. There is also
a separating net for load protection. Not available with luggage-compartment separating net.

Multifunctional seats for driver and front passenger   4MA 126.05

Only in combination with VASW Extended Merino leather Black / Black.

BMW options not available:

328 Aluminium running boards, 337 M Sport Package, 3E3 xOffroad Package, 4GQ M Sport safety belts, 7LY Design Pure Excellence, 7R7 Innovation Package, 710 M Sport steering
wheel, 9D8 Exclusive Package, XC4 BMW Individual Composition.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

UPHOLSTERY

Merino extended leather   VAxx O
Full Merino leather (bicolor)   VBEI 798.32
Full Merino leather   ZBxx 1,176.47

Please optionally add:
ALPINA Design deletion   1ADE O
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed   1APL 361.34
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed   1APR 361.34
Floor mats ALPINA with leather piping   111Z 403.36
ALPINA luggage compartment mat 114 151.26
ALPINA luggage compartment mat with leather piping 114Z 235.29
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LAVALINA COLOURS

Ivory 1412, Linen 1559, Birch 1470, Caramel 1450, Cognac 1155, Crimson Red 1517, Blackberry 611, Rosso 1187, Crystal Grey 1481, Platinum 1414, Atlantic Blue 1433,  
Gentian 1444, Classic Blue 1413, ALPINA Green 1502, Racing Green 1245, Black 911.

Stitching and rhomb colours can be freely chosen. Bespoke leather colours to match your personal preference are also available.   
For details please contact your local ALPINA dealer or visit our website at WWW.ALPINA.DE

LAVALINA IDENTITY, LAVALINA Interior I

According to LAVALINA colours    LAVI 9,915.97
 Seats incl. headrests front and rear.
 Back of seats (deletion storage net).
 Lower seat trim panels.
 Steering wheel, finished in ALPINA LAVALINA, green/blue stitching.
 Double stitching in bespoke colour.

Optionally add:
ALPINA Design, deletion    1ADE O
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed   1APL 361.34
ALPINA Roundels in seatbacks (only front seats)   1AME -,-
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed   1APR 403.36
ALPINA floor mats with leather piping   111Z 361.34
ALPINA luggage compartment mat   114 151.26
ALPINA luggage compartment mat with leather piping   114Z 235.29
Surcharge for bespoke leather colour   1ASO 1,008.40
Surcharge for Bi-Colour interior   1ABI 361.35

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE

LAVALINA IDENTITY, LAVALINA Interior II

According to LAVALINA colours    LAV2 20,840.34
 Seats incl. headrests front and rear.
 Back of seats (deletion storage net).
 Lower seat trim panels.
 Inserts in the door panels.
 XB7 Lettering on inserts in the door panels, embossed.
 Armrests in the doors.
 Door handles.
 Door lower panels.
 Centre console incl. armrest.
 XB7 lettering (embossed) in the rear cup holder cover (only in combination with 4U5 6-seater).
 Instrument panel lower section.
 ALPINA floor mats with leather piping.
 ALPINA luggage compartment mat with leather piping.
 Steering wheel, finished in ALPINA LAVALINA, green/blue stitching.
 Double stitching in bespoke colour.

Optionally add:
ALPINA Design, deletion    1ADE O
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed    1APL 361.34
ALPINA Roundels in seatbacks (only front seats)   1AME -,-
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed    1APR 403.36
Surcharge for bespoke leather colour    1ASO 1,008.40
Surcharge for Bi-Colour interior    1ABI 361.34
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ALPINA RECYCLING
Your BMW ALPINA is part of an all-embracing recycling concept. Recycling demands are already considered early in the development process of a BMW ALPINA. An example 
of this is in the selection of materials – they are chosen, such that they are environmentally friendly and easily recyclable, using a minimum of resources to do so. Every BMW 
ALPINA is built so that it is easily and cost-effectively recyclable at the end of its useable life span. All this occurs in close co-operation between BMW and ALPINA. BMW 
Group has built a European-wide redemption and recycling infrastructure, and require high quality and environmental standards. For return of your automobile for the purpose of 
recycling, please contact your BMW ALPINA partner. They are ready to help. For further information about recycling firms and redemption locations, please see www.bmw.com. 

This is an information brochure which fulfils the requirements of German law. All technical data in this brochure apply to right-hand drive models, additional international units of 
measure shown in the technical data are for the purposes of information only. The models illustrated in this brochure may show the specifications of vehicles produced for Germany 
or another market. In part, the specifications include optional equipment and accessories not fitted as standard. According to the specific requirements of other markets or countries, 
alterations in models, technical data, standard and optional equipment may occur. Not all model versions may be available in your country. For precise information on model 
features, equipment, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions as they apply to your country please contact your local BMW ALPINA dealer or importer. Errors and omissions excepted. 
Subject to modifications. May 2020.

©  ALPINA. Not to be reproduced wholly or in part without written permission of ALPINA Burkard Bovensiepen GmbH + Co. KG, Buchloe, Germany.


